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Summary Information

Repository: Michigan Technological University Archives and Copper Country Historical Collections
Creator: Kauppi, Dan
Title: Claiming Iggy DVD and Memorabilia
ID: MS-985
Date: 2016
Physical Description: 0.35 cubic feet (1 manuscript box)
Language of the Material: English
Mixed materials [box]: 1
Abstract: DVD and memorabilia, 2016, for the Claiming Iggy film project, a local documentary about the musician Iggy Pop's connections to the Keweenaw.

Preferred Citation

MS-985, Claiming Iggy DVD and Memorabilia, Michigan Technological University Archives and Copper Country Historical Collections, Houghton, Michigan.

Scope and Contents

DVD and memorabilia, 2016, for the Claiming Iggy film project, a local documentary about the musician Iggy Pop's connections to the Keweenaw. The collection consists of one copy of the DVD Claiming Iggy, one tee shirt, and one sticker.
Administrative Information

Publication Statement

Michigan Technological University Archives and Copper Country Historical Collections

1400 Townsend Drive
Houghton 49931
copper@mtu.edu
URL: http://www.lib.mtu.edu/mtuarchives/

Conditions Governing Access

Available for use in the Michigan Technological University Archives and Copper Country Historical Collections.

Conditions Governing Use

Various copying restrictions apply. The donor remains the holder of copyright for the film. Guidelines are available from Michigan Technological University Archives and Copper Country Historical Collections.
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Controlled Access Headings

- DVDs
- Documentary films
- Copper Harbor (Mich.) -- History
- Copper Harbor (Mich.)
- Eagle Harbor (Mich.)
- Eagle Harbor (Mich.) -- History